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Abstract—This study brings together systematised views of two
related areas: data editing for the nearest neighbour classifier and
adaptive learning in the presence of concept drift. The growing
number of studies in the intersection of these areas warrants a
closer look. We revise and update the taxonomies of the two areas
proposed in the literature and argue that they are not sufficiently
discriminative with respect to methods for prototype selection and
prototype generation in the presence of concept drift. We proceed
to create a bespoke taxonomy of these methods and illustrate it
with ten examples from the literature. The new taxonomy can
serve as a road-map for researching the intersection area and
inform the development of new methods.

I. I NTRODUCTION

in terms of existing taxonomies which have been developed,
separately, for prototype methods and for adaptive learning.
While the taxonomic diagrams we give for these two areas
have new layouts, their content and level of detail are largely
drawn from the existing literature. We are interested in marrying the two areas with a view to systematise the methods
for data editing in the presence of concept drift. This will
help explore the possibilities for creating new, more efficient
and accurate methods in this group. To this end, we give a
novel taxonomy showing the lines on which a fusion of the
taxonomic concepts of the two areas might proceed.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section II
builds upon the recent taxonomies of prototype / instance
selection and generation. Learning in the presence of concept
drift is discussed briefly in Section III, highlighting the nearest
neighbour involvement. Section IV presents our new taxonomy
of nearest neighbour methods for data with concept drift,
illustrated with a sample of such methods from past and
recent literature. Our Conclusion section contains remarks
about future developments of the proposed taxonomy.

In their book [1], Devroye et al. open the chapter on nearest
neighbour rules with one of the most important messages
in pattern recognition: “Simple rules survive.” Indeed, the
nearest neighbour family of classification methods proposed
in 1951 [2], [3] rival today’s state-of-the-art classifiers in
accuracy and elegance. According to the k-nearest neighbour
classifier, an object x ∈ Rd is assigned to the class most
represented among its k nearest neighbours from a given
reference set S with N objects.1 A notable example is 1-nn,
the nearest neighbour classifier.
Reduction of the computational demands of k-nn without
sacrificing much accuracy is often sought through reducing
the size of the reference set S. Starting with the classical
condensing [4] and editing [5] algorithms, a wealth of data
editing approaches and methods have been proposed and
periodically summarised in insightful surveys [6]–[10].
Recently, there has been development of “online” or “streaming” versions of the nearest neighbour methods. As data
streams by their nature cannot be stored in full, data editing is
implied. Also among the challenges of modern data is its nonstationary behaviour, termed also “changing environments”,
“concept drift” or “concept shift” [11]. The large body of
literature addressing this challenge has invited a collection of
timely and comprehensive surveys [12]–[14].
The aim of this study is to explore the types of edited
nearest-neighbour classifiers used in the context of concept
drift. We discuss possible classifications of such algorithms

Due to its simplicity and accuracy, the k-nearest neighbour
classifier is scored among the top ten algorithms in data
mining [15]. The purpose of editing is to replace the reference
set S with a smaller set of what will be called “prototypes”.
The meaning of “prototype” depends on the approach we
choose for the data editing: prototype selection (instance selection) [9] or prototype generation2 [10]. In prototype selection,
the reduced set of prototypes, S 0 is a subset of S along with the
labels of the objects. In prototype generation, the prototypes
are allowed to be different points in the same space or to
be extended as other structures such as hyper-rectangles or
hyper-ellipses. Prototypes in the original space can be created
by relabelling, merging or re-positioning members of an initial
subset of S or can be obtained as cluster centres.
Although prototype selection and prototype generation are
often treated as separate research areas [9], [10], for the

1 The terms object, instance, and example will be used interchangeably
throughout this paper.

2 Synonyms of prototype generation in the literature are prototype construction, extraction, reduction and replacement
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Fig. 1. A taxonomy of methods for prototype selection and prototype generation. The nodes in boxes show properties that should be specified, and their
values are chosen among the leaves of the respective sub-tree.

purposes of our study, we will join them and look at their
common properties. One overlap between these areas is that instance selection algorithms have been found to be beneficial in
initialising prototype generation algorithms such as LVQ [16].
Both approaches are suitable for dealing with streaming data
and concept drift.
Taking inspiration from the published surveys, Figure 1
offers our view of a possible taxonomy for prototype selection
and generation methods. The nodes in boxes show properties
that should be specified, and their values are chosen among
the leaves of the respective sub-tree. These properties may or
may not prove to be transferable to classification of prototype
selection / generation methods for concept drift.
Our “Direction” and “Criterion” categories correspond to
the “Direction” and “Evaluation” categories of Garcı́a et
al. [9]. “Direction” addresses the question of whether the
prototype set is formed by successive additions to the empty
set, by successive deletions from the whole training data, or
by some mixed process in which the number of prototypes
may vary up or down. A batch method is a deletion-based
method in which each instance is assessed for removal before
any of them is removed. “Criterion” refers to the method
by which the algorithm evaluates a potential prototype set.

Our category “Cardinality” concerns whether the number of
prototypes may take different values, or is an input parameter
of the algorithm [17].3
The “Approach” distinction between generation and selection has already been discussed. The different prototype
generation approaches listed are self-explanatory. The different prototype selection approaches listed reflect a traditional
distinction in prototype selection methods between condensing
and editing methods, where “editing” was used in a more
specific sense than is now common. Historically, the two
streams of methods grew respectively out of Hart’s condensing
nearest neighbour and Wilson’s edited nearest neighbour. The
condensing stream aims at producing the smallest possible
reference set whose resubstitution error is zero (called a consistent reference set). This group tends to preserve boundary
objects. The editing group evolved on the philosophy that the
boundary objects may contain noise and keeping them may
do more harm than good; broadly speaking, these methods
work by removing points which are misclassified according to
their neighbours. Soon it was established that neither group
3 In [9] a fixed number of prototypes was considered to be a possibility in
the “Direction” category, “Fixed” methods being assumed to be a subset of
“Mixed” methods.
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Fig. 2. Scatterplots of 42 prototype selection methods, showing experimental results from [9]. Each point is the average across 39 data sets. The mixed
strategy, associated with the wrapper criterion, is better than the incremental, decremental, or batch strategies, associated with filter methods.

alone was successful enough, and the hybrid methods came
into focus. We have retained this traditional distinction among
prototype selection methods in Figure 1, although we believe
the distinction is less useful for modern algorithms, especially
for the case of streaming data subject to concept drift.
As an example of how this taxonomy works, consider Wilson’s method (sometimes called the Edited Nearest Neighbour
algorithm [7]). First, a leave-one-out k-nn (usually k = 3)
is run on the whole set S and the misclassified objects are
marked for deletion. The marked objects are removed, and
the remaining ones are returned as the reduced reference set
S0.
The representation of Wilson’s method within the proposed
taxonomy is as follows:
• A PPROACH: Prototype selection; Editing
• C ARDINALITY: Variable (The number of prototypes is an
output parameter)
• D IRECTION: Batch (Objects removed simultaneously)
• C RITERION: Filter; Remove misclassified
Of course, there are aspects of prototype selection / generation which are left out of this taxonomy. Examples of these aspects are whether the methods have been biologically inspired
(genetic algorithms [18]–[20], immune-based algorithms [21],
ant colonies [22]), combined with feature selection [23]–[26]
addressing the scalability of the problem [27]–[29] or striving
for interpretability [30].
We will now evaluate the relative merit of some of the
categories for the prototype selection approach using the
comparative experiments on a large collection of data sets
reported by Garcı́a et al. [9]. Figure 2a demonstrates the
advantage of the mixed strategy in the “Direction” category
over incremental, decremental and batch strategies. The figure
shows a scatterplot of 42 prototype selection methods. Each
point is the average over 39 small data sets (number of points
less than 2000), which were partitioned using the ten-fold
cross-validation procedure [9]. The testing classification error
is plotted against the prototype retention rate. The closer to the

bottom left corner of the plot, the better the method. Similarly,
the plot in Figure 2b shows the advantage of wrapper over filter
methods. Of course, this advantage comes at a computational
price.
We plot only the small-data-set results from [9] because
selecting from a small set will be a typical task when prototype
selection is used for streaming data in the presence of concept
drift: the prototype set will have to be selected from a small
window of data after a distribution change has been detected.
Indeed, the very purpose of writing a streaming algorithm is
to avoid applying the offline algorithm to a large data set.
III. L EARNING IN THE P RESENCE OF C ONCEPT D RIFT
Consider streaming data such that:
d
• One data point x ∈ R is received at time t.
• The class label of the point is not available at time t. The
point is labelled by the classifier.
• The true label is revealed.
Receiving a batch of N points X ⊂ Rd at time t is an
extension of this model where the time interval is set in such a
way that the labels of the incoming points are only available at
time t + N , after the N points in the batch have been labelled.
“Concept drift” is the generally accepted term for change in
the probability distributions related to the problem. Sometimes
this change includes appearance of new classes and collapsing
of old ones. We are interested in concept drift to the extent
that it affects adversely the performance of the classifier and
requires action. Therefore, the occasional outlier or a short
abnormal event should be treated as noise and ignored.
Concept drift is sometimes described as either “real” or
“virtual”. Real concept drift is a change in the posterior probability distributions p(y|x), where y is the class label variable.
Such change comes about when the labelling of the data
changes while the underlying unconditional distribution p(x)
remains the same. An example is a change in user’s preference.
Suppose that the classifier is filtering spam from non-spam email for a user called Bob. At some time moment Bob decides
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to buy a house, and with this, his e-mail preferences change
towards receiving more news and ads about the house market.
The e-mail flow distribution (p(x)) does not change but the
posterior probabilities do. A message, say z, about a new house
in Bob’s preferred location and price region would have had
a large value of P (y = spam|z) before but should have a
small value now. Virtual concept drift, on the other hand, is
a change in p(x), which will likely lead to change in p(y|x)
anyway. The type of concept drift informs the choice of a
change detection method.
Figure 3 shows a taxonomy of the adaptive learning methods
drawing upon the taxonomies and mind maps in older and
more recent surveys [12]–[14], [31].
The two adaptation strategies are “Evolving” (passive) and
“Triggered by change” (active). According to the evolving
strategy, the classifier is constantly updated regardless of
whether or not concept drift is present. This strategy will
eventually adapt the classifier to the new distribution but
the process may not be efficient. In the active approach, the
classifier is kept unchanged until a change has been detected,
upon which a retraining procedure is carried out. Combinations
of the two approaches have been explored as well [32].
The “Model management” category distinguishes between
single and ensemble classifiers and “Data Management” divides the approaches into Single Examples and Windows,
according to whether only the most recent point or a sliding
window of the most recent points is available for learning [12].
Single-example Data Management is “online learning”, in
which only the most recent data point is available for learning.
In the data-editing taxonomy, Figure 1, most of the real
diversity between algorithmic approaches fell under the single
category of “Filter”, and there is a similar problem with
this adaptive-learning taxonomy: the variety of the adaptive
learning methods is mostly owed to the “Memory” category.

We should note that the forgetting-based alternatives are not
mutually exclusive.
As an example, consider the simple (impractical as it may
be) instance-based learning algorithm IB2 [33]. An incoming
object at time t is classified first, and then added to the
reference set if the reference set misclassifies it, before time
t + 1. According to our taxonomy, the description of this
method is as follows:
• A DAPTATION STRATEGY : Evolving (Passive approach)
• M ODEL MANAGEMENT : Single classifier (1-nn)
• DATA MANAGEMENT : Window
• M EMORY .Window-based: Variable size.
The evident redundancy in describing both the Data management and Memory techniques as a “Window” indicates an
area where the existing taxonomy might be improved for use
with nearest-neighbour classifiers: for lazy learners, there is
no distinction between “Memory” and “Data management” in
the sense which the current taxonomy uses.
IV. P ROTOTYPE SELECTION AND GENERATION FOR
STREAMING DATA WITH CONCEPT DRIFT

Most of the established data editing methods do not address explicitly the problem of streaming data or streaming
data and concept drift. “Streaming” implies that the data
being received cannot be stored indefinitely. This requires that
nearest neighbour methods for streaming data are necessarily
data editing methods. Time-consuming iterative algorithms for
prototype selection may be too computationally expensive for
the streaming case.
This section reviews some existing editing k-nn methods for
streaming data. We consider this to be a collection of example
approaches and methods, and do not claim a comprehensive
coverage of the area. We will argue that the two taxonomies in
Figures 1 and 3 do not offer sufficient fidelity to discriminate

TABLE I
P ROTOTYPE SELECTION METHODS FOR STREAMING DATA WITH CONCEPT DRIFT
Data editing

Adaptive Learning

Instance-Based Learning
IB3 [33]

Approach: Prototype selection; Hybrid
Cardinality: Variable
Direction: Mixed
Criterion: Filter; Usefulness

Adaptation strategy: Evolving
Model management: Single classifier
Data management: Single point
Memory.Forgetting: Delete poorly-predicting objects

Instance-Based Learning
on Data Streams
INL-DS [34]

Approach: Prototype selection; Editing
Cardinality: Variable
Direction: Mixed
Criterion: Filter; Usefulness

Adaptation strategy: Mixed∗
Model management: Single classifier
Data management: Single point
Memory.Forgetting: Delete old/poorly-predicting/sample

IBLStreams [35]

Approach: Prototype selection; Editing
Cardinality: Variable
Direction: Mixed
Criterion: Filter: Usefulness

Adaptation strategy: Mixed∗
Model management: Single classifier
Data management: Single point
Memory.Forgetting: Delete old/poorly-predicting/sample

COMPOSE [36]

Approach: Prototype selection; Editing
Cardinality: Variable
Direction: Mixed
Criterion: Filter; Close to same class

Adaptation strategy: Evolving
Model management: Single classifier
Data management: Single point
Memory.Forgetting: Delete objects far from class centres

Prediction Error
Context Switching
PECS [37]

Approach: Prototype selection; Hybrid
Cardinality: Variable
Direction: Mixed
Criterion: Filter; Usefulness

Adaptation strategy: Evolving
Model management: Single classifier
Data management: Single point
Memory.Forgetting: Delete poorly-predicting objects

Approach: Mixed selection and generation
Cardinality: Variable
Direction: Mixed
Criterion: Filter; Usefulness

Adaptation strategy: Mixed∗
Model management: Single classifier
Data management: Window
Memory: old concepts deleted; poorly-predicting objects deleted

Approach: Prototype generation
Cardinality: Fixed
Criterion: N/A (prototype locations fixed)

Adaptation strategy: Evolving
Model management: Ensemble
Data management: Single point
Memory.Forgetting: Decay function

Approach: Prototype generation
Cardinality: Fixed
Criterion: N/A

Adaptation strategy: Evolving
Model management: Single classifier
Data management: Single point
Memory: N/A

Email Classification
Using Examples
ECUE [41]

Approach: Prototype selection; Hybrid
Cardinality: Variable
Direction: Mixed
Criterion: Filter; Usefulness

Adaptation strategy: Evolving
Model management: Single classifier
Data management: Single point
Memory.Forgetting: Delete poorly-performing and irrelevant

SpamHunting [42]

Approach: Prototype selection; Hybrid
Cardinality: Fixed or Variable
Direction: Mixed
Criterion: Filter; Oldest removed

Adaptation strategy: Evolving
Model management: Single classifier
Data management: Single point
Memory.Window: Fixed or Variable

Algorithm of Lu et al.
[32]

Approach: Prototype selection; Hybrid
Cardinality: Variable
Direction: Mixed
Criterion: Filter; Usefulness

Adaptation strategy: Mixed∗
Model management: Single classifier
Data management: Single point
Memory.Forgetting: Other

Method name and reference

SyncStream [38]

Adaptive NN Classification
Algorithm for Data-streams
ANNCAD [39]
Learning Vector Quantization
LVQ [40]

Notes
∗

Evolving and change-detection based

between the prototype methods for adaptive learning, and
hence propose a new taxonomy.
Historically, Aha et al.’s Instance-Based Learning Algorithm
IB3 was the first prototype selection technique capable of
handling concept drift [33]. At nearly the same time, Kohonen
developed the Learning Vector Quantization technique [40], a
seminal example of prototype generation.
ANNCAD [39] is not presented as a prototype method, but
the approach of discretising the feature space is equivalent to
using the centre of each hyper-rectangular cell of the discretisation as a generated prototype. Note, though, that ANNCAD
does not perform a true nearest-neighbour classification: to
reduce computational demands, only those neighbours are
queried which are also nearby branches in the tree structure
which describes the various resolutions of the discretisation.
PECS [37] takes a similar approach to IB3. The main
differences, apart from the statistical methods, are that PECS
immediately includes all new examples in the prototype set,
and that it never truly deletes examples, only inactivates them
(PECS is therefore not strictly a streaming algorithm, although
it can handle concept drift).
More recent approaches, especially those from the “CaseBased Reasoning” community [41], [42], [32], but also others
such as COMPOSE [36], have been presented in the form of
“systems” or “frameworks” rather than algorithms, posing a
further challenge to taxonomic studies.
Table I shows our collection of data editing methods suitable for streaming data with concept drift along with their
classification according to the two proposed taxonomies. This
table shows a great deal of repetition from the description of
one algorithm to another. We argue this is indicative that the
current taxonomies – for general prototype methods on the
one hand, and general adaptive learning methods on the other
hand – are inadequate to categorise the emerging family of
prototype methods for adaptive learning.
There are some a priori reasons why this might be so.
For example, an algorithm for incremental data editing for
static data, which takes a strictly decremental or incremental
direction when forming its prototype set, cannot be applied
without modification to streaming data; the set would tend
either towards emptiness or to unbounded growth. So we see
that all entries in table I either have “mixed” direction, or
a prototype set of fixed cardinality. Similarly, the “wrapper”
criterion for evaluating a prototype set is impossible for the
streaming case, since it requires the evaluation of the entire
training set [9]. So all algorithms in the table for which
prototypes are evaluated use some method which must, in the
existing taxonomy, be unhelpfully described as a “filter” in
every case.
In a future taxonomy, it would be most desirable for methods with variable-cardinality prototype sets to have a more
nuanced description of how this set is evolved. In particular,
for the streaming case, there are likely to be different rules
for adding new prototypes to the set and removing old ones
from it. Some algorithms might add all new examples to
the set to start with, while others might only add those

misclassified by the existing set. Prototypes are often removed
on the grounds of poor predictive performance. This is a very
different perspective from the non-streaming case, where the
issue was thought of as an evaluation of a potential prototype
set, not as how best to incrementally evolve such a set.
This issue of describing the evolution of the prototype set
gives rise to an equivalent problem in the “Adaptive Learning”
taxonomy. Few algorithms are so naı̈ve as to use a simple
window for their adaptation; table I therefore lists many
algorithms as having a “forgetting mechanism”; but it is the
distinctions between these mechanisms which are needed to
describe the prototype methods.
Based on these lines of thinking, our suggestion towards the
development of a taxonomy for prototype methods for adaptive
learning is shown in Figure 4.
In this taxonomy, we have removed the explicit “Cardinality” attribute, because we find that algorithms based on prototype selection strongly tend to have variable cardinality. From
the sub-categories of the “Variable” cardinality in Figure 1,
only “Mixed” is suitable for streaming data editing because
the prototype set cardinality must be kept bounded while the
set is updated indefinitely.
The “Data Management” category in the adaptive learning
taxonomy made a distinction between the availability of a
single data point and a sliding window of such points. As
this is not useful for lazy learners, this category has been repurposed in the new taxonomy to make a distinction between
algorithms which operate in a truly online manner on a single
new data point at a time, and those for which the data stream
is regarded as arriving in batches. This latter distinction is
separate from the issue of which prototypes are “remembered”
and for how long, unlike the former distinction.
The “Adaptation strategy” question from the Adaptive
Learning taxonomy has been rephrased as a question of
“Change detection”. This is because a prototype method
which continues to evolve its prototype set in response to an
incoming data stream must thereby necessarily adapt passively
to any concept drift in the stream. This is the reason for all
the “mixed” adaptation strategies in table I: the distinction
between passive and active change adaptation is a false dichotomy in the case of prototype methods.
The Condensing/Error-Editing distinction, which is a historical feature of the prototype selection methods, is also less
important for the case of streaming data. Hybrid methods
overshadow both individual categories. For the offline case,
such hybrid methods were often the result of applying a
wrapper approach where the overall accuracy of the classifier
guides the construction of the prototype set. In the context
of streaming data, the wrapper approach would be timeconsuming and applicable only to batches of data. This has
invited two-stage approaches which are explicitly composed of
an error-editing stage first (called also “competence enhancement”) followed by a condensing stage (called also “competence preservation”) [32], [41]. Both stages use filter criteria.
In our taxonomy, we do not distinguish explicitly between
condensing/editing and hybrid methods. Instead, we consider
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Fig. 4. A taxonomy of prototype methods for adaptive learning. The nodes in boxes show properties that should be specified, and their values are chosen
among the leaves of the respective sub-tree.

specific mechanisms by which individual prototypes might be
added to, removed from, or evolved within the prototype set.
We believe this is a more natural way of considering the
composition of the prototype set, given that in the streaming
case the prototype set must continue to be evolved indefinitely.
We believe also that the “Prototype addition” and “Prototype
removal” categories offer great adaptability for new methods: a
wealth of future algorithms might be described by appropriate
new labels in these categories.
Table II shows proposed classification under the new taxonomy of the methods presented in Table I. Compared with
table I, much less repetition between descriptions of algorithms
is seen in table II. The only instance of strong repetition is
between the descriptions of INL-DS and IBLStreams, which
are genuinely very closely-related algorithms. This may indicate that our proposed taxonomy discriminates better among
these algorithms than the existing alternatives.
V. C ONCLUSION
Key aspects of the existing taxonomies are inadequate to
describe nearest-neighbour algorithms for streaming data subject to concept drift. In particular, the old distinctions between
editing/condensing/hybrid prototype-selection methods, and
between wrapper or filter evaluation mechanisms, are clearly
unsuitable for streaming algorithms and must be replaced. The
same holds for the incremental/decremental/mixed/batch categorisation of data editing methods. Only the mixed strategy
(containing both incremental and decremental parts) is suitable
for streaming data. On the other hand, the adaptive learning
field is not specifically focused on prototype methods. There-

TABLE II
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Notes:
PG : Prototype generation: (1) Relabel; (2) Reposition; (3) Merge or select
cluster centres.
PS (+) : Prototype selection (Prototype Addition): (1) Add all; (2) Add
misclassified; (3) Add by a competence criterion.
PS (−) : Prototype selection (Prototype Removal): (1) Delete poorly predicting; (2) Delete oldest; (3) Delete a random sample; (4) Delete by a geometric
criterion.
O/B : Online / Batch
S/E : Single classifier / Ensemble

fore, taking inspiration from both fields, we have proposed
a taxonomy which can describe the mechanisms by which
prototype sets are evolved in streaming algorithms.
Future work includes carrying out a comprehensive review
of the existing data editing methods for streaming data, and
refining the taxonomy accordingly. An experimental evaluation
on simulated and real data with different types of concept drift
may shed light on the relative merits of the different categories
and approaches.
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